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Abstract: Typical, reciprocal resonant systems are always limited to a time-bandwidth product 
of 1, causing a fundamental trade-off between long storage times and large acceptance 
bandwidths. A recent theory suggests that this limit may be arbitrarily overcome by breaking 
Lorentz reciprocity. We report an experimental realization of this concept using a time-variant 
fiber-optic cavity, where we can completely “open” the cavity, injecting a pulse of large 
bandwidth, and then “close” the cavity, storing the pulse and releasing it on-demand at a later 
time. We attain a time-bandwidth product of 30 and show that, although in practice it is only 
limited by experimental constraints, there is virtually no upper theoretical limit. Our results open 
the path for designing resonant systems that are broadband and ultrafast, while simultaneously 
allowing long interaction times, thereby unleashing fundamentally new functionalities in wave 
physics and light-matter interactions. 
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The time-bandwidth product (TBP) is a relational property characterizing all individual 
resonators, whether they are of mechanical, acoustic, electrical or optical nature. It inversely 
correlates the time a wave spends interacting with a resonator (tout), with the bandwidth the 
resonator can accept (∆ωacc). In the case of reciprocal (namely non-magnetic, linear and time-
invariant) resonant systems, the TBP is limited to 1 (∆ωacctout = 1), a value usually referred to as 
the time-bandwidth limit (1–3). This dictates that the input bandwidth cannot exceed the inverse 
of the storage time of a light pulse travelling in the cavity. In reciprocal systems, meaning the 
overwhelming majority of resonant systems, long storage times automatically mean narrow input 
bandwidths; conversely, large bandwidths can be retained only for short periods of time. 
Photonics is particularly affected by the time-bandwidth limit. On the one hand, long 
interaction times are required for storage of optical pulses and efficient light-matter interaction 
(such as absorption, emission and nonlinear optical effects). On the other hand, broadband or 
rapidly varying, e.g. ultrafast, signals are desirable since they are normally associated with larger 
amount of information and higher peak power.  
Over the last twenty years, several designs aiming at overcoming this limitation have been 
investigated. One approach consists in leveraging slow-light waveguides (4–9). Such systems 
exploit the characteristic refractive index dispersion near resonances, due to intrinsic electronic 
transitions or induced by stimulated Brillouin or Raman scattering, or Bragg reflections in 
periodic structures, to slow down the propagation speed of light (namely its group velocity) in 
the medium. All of those systems operate in the “waveguide regime”, even when they include 
coupled resonators waveguides, where there is single-pass light propagation and continuous 
dispersion. In this regime, the time-bandwidth performance of the device is inherently different 
from that of isolated resonators. Rather than being coupled to a resonant mode, light undergoes a 
delay that can be extended by either increasing the group index or the propagation length. 
Nevertheless, these systems can be characterized in terms of a group index-bandwidth limit (10) 
or a delay-bandwidth-footprint limit. In both of these terms, slow-light waveguides are 
intrinsically limited, and the achievable delay times remain inversely proportional to a power of 
the bandwidth, Δt ~ Δω−α, with α = 2 or 3 (4, 11, 12). Here, the trade-off is due to pulse temporal 
broadening arising from various dispersion phenomena (2nd and 3rd order dispersion, dispersion 
of gain/absorption), which prevents significant slowing-down of wideband signals (4, 7, 11, 12). 
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Another limit for slow light systems is that optical losses inherently limit the achievable device 
length and hence the time-bandwidth product (10). 
Additionally, a TBP of the order of two has been demonstrated (13) by exploiting temporal 
adiabatic tuning of a resonant cavity system between two reciprocal states: a large bandwidth-
short interacting time state (low Q cavity) and a narrow bandwidth-long interacting time one 
(high Q cavity). The spectral and temporal shape of the released pulse in this case is not 
preserved, but strongly depend on the property of the reopened cavity, leading to substantial 
distortion of the released pulse (13–18). Furthermore, multiple pulses cannot be stored 
simultaneously in such systems as, while the bandwidth of the first pulse is adiabatically 
compressed, a second pulse cannot be injected into the device. Therefore, such characteristics 
severely limit applications in storing and processing. 
A way to arbitrarily overcome the time-bandwidth limit of resonant systems was recently 
proposed theoretically (19), where it was shown that, breaking Lorentz reciprocity in a resonator 
allows to obtain an unlimited TBP. Here, we provide the first experimental demonstration of that 
concept. Using a non-reciprocal optical resonator – a time-variant fiber-optic cavity – we report a 
TPB above the fundamental limit of ordinary, reciprocal, cavities by a factor of 30, solely limited 
by current experimental constraints of the setup. Specifically, we can switch non-adiabatically 
from a fully open to a fully closed state without affecting the spectral and temporal properties of 
the injected pulses with the capability to simultaneously store multiple pulses. We thus make the 
system non-reciprocal by breaking its time-reversal symmetry (20–25), allowing us to 
completely decouple the cavity photon lifetime from the cavity acceptance bandwidth. 
The TBP is usually defined as the product between the cavity linewidth (∆ωcav) of a 
resonant system, and its characteristic decay time (tout) (1–3). However this is a specific 
definition related to the particular case of a reciprocal resonant system. A more general 
definition of the TBP can be formulated considering the acceptance bandwidth (∆ωacc) of the 
system, which does not necessarily coincide with the measured cavity linewidth, as we will show 
here. This can be clarified by expressing the TBP in terms of the system’s in-coupling and out-
coupling energy rates. First, let’s consider a source which excites the cavity with a certain 
amount of energy (W0). Once the source is turned off, the energy inside the cavity decays as W = 
W0 e−
t/tout, where tout is the total decay time. By definition, the total out-coupling energy rate 
(ρout) is the inverse of the total decay time (ρout = 1/tout). The Fourier transform relates such 
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decay time to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Lorentzian resonance line of the 
system, by ∆ωcav = 1/tout, therefore leading to ∆ωcav = ρout. This procedure allows measurements 
of ∆ωcav: for example, cavity ring down spectroscopy experiments probe the change in Q due to 
an absorbing element in the cavity (26). Using the same methodology, we can determine the 
cavity acceptance bandwidth considering the time-reversed process of light coupling into the 
resonant mode. Here the energy exponentially builds up in the cavity as et/tin, where tin is defined 
as the characteristic loading time that can be related to the acceptance bandwidth by ∆ωacc = 1/tin 
(27). Again, because the energy in-coupling rate ρin is inversely proportional to the loading time, 
we get that ∆ωacc = ρin. The TBP can thus be expressed, in terms of energy rates, as: 
 acc inacc out
cav out
TBP ω ρω t
ω ρ
∆
= =∆=
∆
.  (1) 
In reciprocal devices, the in-coupling and out-coupling energy rates are identical: ρout = ρin = ρc, 
meaning that the acceptance bandwidth coincides with the resonance linewidth of the cavity 
(∆ωacc = ∆ωcav), thus the TBP is equal to one. Therefore, the bandwidth of an incoming pulse 
must be equal or smaller than the measured resonance linewidth in order to be entirely coupled in 
the reciprocal cavity. However, in a non-reciprocal system, where the in-coupling energy rate 
can be decoupled with respect to the out-coupling energy rate, the system can show an arbitrary 
large TBP (19). This concept is schematically explained in Figure 1. 
We implemented such a system, at telecommunication wavelengths (around 1.55 μm), using 
a non-reciprocal optical fiber resonator which consists of a Sagnac interferometer connected to a 
highly reflective element, also known as Figure-9 fiber cavity (28–31). The time-reversal 
symmetry is broken, to induce non-reciprocity, by using localized time-varying phase 
modulation asymmetrically positioned inside the Sagnac loop. This allows us to change in time 
the in-coupling/out-coupling energy rate of the resonator, which results in a non-adiabatic 
dynamic control of the cavity Q-factor. The induced change is non-adiabatic because the 
modulation is shorter than the round trip time of the cavity (TRT), which is the inverse of the 
frequency separation between the resonance lines (32, 33). As schematically illustrated in Figure 
2A, a light pulse incident to the R port of the 50/50 coupler is split in clockwise (CW) and 
counter-clockwise (CCW) pulses travelling through the loop. If no phase modulation takes place, 
the two pulses travel the exact same path and thus have the same phase when recombining at the 
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coupler. They therefore constructively interfere at the reflection port R and exit the resonator. 
However, if the phase modulator is electrically gated to shift by π the phase of the CCW pulse 
only, then the pulses constructively interfere at the transmission port T of the coupler. As a 
result, the whole light pulse incident to the Sagnac loop is directed to the reflective element (27). 
The system is thus a completely open cavity capable of accepting any pulse bandwidth (within 
the operational bandwidth of the 50/50 coupler, about 80 nm). When the pulse is reflected back 
into the Sagnac interferometer by the reflective element, if no other gate signal is applied to the 
modulator, the CW and CCW pulses again interfere constructively at the T port, meaning that the 
light pulse is trapped between the Sagnac loop and the reflective element (Figure 2B). Once the 
pulse is thus captured, the system hereafter acts as a completely closed cavity formed by the 
Sagnac interferometer and the reflective element. The pulses can be extracted from the resonator 
after a desired number of cavity round trips (RT) by gating once again the phase modulator, 
leading to switch the constructive interference to the R port, as illustrated in Figure 2C. 
To express the TBP as a function of the parameters that characterize the Figure-9 resonator, 
it is convenient to define the energy rates in terms of the in- and out-coupling transmission 
coefficients. In general, ρin = ain/TRT + 1/t0 and ρout = aout/ TRT + 1/t0, where ain and aout 
represent the transmission coefficients of the Figure-9 resonator when the pulse is coupled in and 
out respectively (27), whilet0 is the internal, non-radiative decay time, usually associated with 
absorption or energy dissipation inside the cavity. When the resonator is in the open state, its 
transmission coefficients are equal to one. The system is actually not a cavity in this case, but an 
ordinary delay line / waveguide with a reflective termination, and it is thus not possible to 
associate a non-radiative decay time to it. In fact the delay experienced by the pulse is simply 
TRT and does not depend on t0. Our system behaves like an open cavity during the in-coupling, 
or loading, process, therefore ain = 1, and ρin = 1/TRT. However once the pulse is coupled into the 
resonator and the system is switched to the fully closed state, its out-coupling transmission 
vanishes (aout = 0) and the out-coupling energy rate ρout is then given only by the non-radiative 
decay rate 1/t0. 
Thus, the TBP reduces to the following simple relation: 
 0in
out RT
TBP
T
tρ
ρ
= =   (2) 
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which corresponds to the finesse of the cavity in the closed state divided by a factor of 2p. We 
note that, even if the actual bandwidth we can couple inside the cavity is in practice only limited 
by the 50/50 coupler, the bandwidth that has to be considered in calculating the TBP is equal, at 
maximum, to the free spectral range (FSR = 1/TRT) of the closed cavity. 
We also stress that, although the pulses experience two different transmission coefficients, 
one entering and one leaving the cavity, the Fourier relation (∆ωcavtout = 1) is never violated 
because the cavity is always reciprocal at a given time. However, equation (2) anticipates that the 
whole system can still exhibit a TBP much greater than 1 when t0 is much longer than TRT. 
The resonator used in the experiments is made of polarization maintaining fibers with a TRT 
of about 48 ns, while the reflective element is a fiber Bragg grating with a center wavelength at 
1551.3 nm and a stop bandwidth of about 28.2 GHz. The input pulse train at the same 
wavelength is obtained from a laser, modulated in intensity to give 500 ps Gaussian pulses with 
894 MHz bandwidth, and a repetition rate corresponding to about 30 cavity RTs. We 
synchronized an electrical pulse with the optical input to activate the phase modulator when it is 
traversed by the CCW pulse only. Once extracted, the pulses are detected at the third port of a 
circulator, placed before the R port of the loop, by using a high-speed sampling oscilloscope. 
Figure 3A shows the normalized energy of the pulse released after different numbers of 
RTs. The exponential decay fit of the experimental data corresponds to a decay time t0 of about 
65.69 ns, which allowed us to extract a pulse above the noise level after up to 10 RTs. This 
corresponds to a TBP of 1.37 or, in other words, to a closed cavity decay-time of about 1.37 
times longer than the cavity RT time, thus exceeding the time-bandwidth limit of conventional, 
closed resonators. According to equation (2), the maximum achievable TBP can be in principle 
infinite providing an infinitely long closed-cavity decay time t0, i.e. a loss-less cavity. However, 
in this case t0 is limited by a technological constraint, specifically the absorption losses at the 
modulator measured to be ~3.17 dB/RT. To support the claim of arbitrarily large TBP, we 
compensated for the dissipative losses and experimentally controlled the decay time of the 
system (active cavity configuration), by inserting in the resonator a gain unit (GU) consisting of 
a diode pumped Erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The diode pump power was 
progressively adjusted to partially compensate the intra-cavity loss over three different steps with 
a net loss of 0.15, 0.25, 0.4 dB/RT. The measurements are shown in Figure 3B, where the 
experimental data is normalized to the energy of the pulse extracted after the first cavity RT. 
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Indeed, the energies of the first experimental point are equal to 1 in all the three configurations. 
By adding the EDFA, the cavity RT time increased to 120.3 ns and therefore, according to 
equation (2), this might actually reduce the TBP of the system. However, the amplification 
provided by the doped fiber compensates for dissipation, increasing t0 too, and sustaining the 
pulse up to 120 RTs (red curve). The decay time strongly increases from 65.69 ns up to 3.57 μs, 
resulting in a maximum TBP of 29.7. For this measurement, the period of the input pulse train 
was chosen to lie between 30 and 31 RTs, to avoid time overlap between the intra-cavity pulse in 
its 31st round trip and the new incoming input pulse. In this way, we were able to couple multiple 
pulses in the resonator and extract an individual pulse after more than 30 RTs without affecting 
the others. 
As predicted by equation (2), in principle we could achieve an even higher TBP value by 
just intensifying the pump power of the EDFA in order to increase t0. However, in practice, we 
were limited by the gain saturation of the doped fiber. This effect is clearly seen in Figure 3B for 
the configuration with 0.15 and 0.25 dB/RT of effective losses. In fact, here the pulses retrieved 
at the first RT have energies sufficiently high to saturate the gain of the amplifier, which cannot 
thus compensate the cavity losses in the same way as for the pulses extracted after more RTs. 
This results in higher effective cavity losses at the first experimental point, which therefore was 
excluded from the fit. Further increasing the diode pump power would have impacted even more 
points, avoiding the correct estimate of the TBP. 
We note that analogous amplification can be implemented in a reciprocal resonator to 
compensate the intra-cavity energy drop due to both radiative (coupling) and non-radiative 
(dissipative) losses. However, as long as the gain does not exceed the losses, this would never 
increase the TBP beyond one, as more power will also leak out the system at every round trip, 
given aout = ain. In our system, the GU simply reduces the dissipative losses in the closed cavity, 
as losses and gain in a resonator can be seen as the same physical quantity but with opposite sign 
(34). 
In order to confirm this concept, we conducted detailed simulations of the pulse storing 
operation using VPIphotonics software. Our experimental resonator was numerically modelled in 
4 passive configurations corresponding to the net losses of our experimental passive cavity and 
the three active cavity configurations, respectively. The normalized energy of the pulses 
collected at different RTs is plotted in Figure 3C for the case with the loss and ΤRT of our 
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experimental passive cavity and Figure 3D for the case with losses and ΤRT corresponding to the 
active cavity configurations. In all cases, the value of the TBP is in excellent agreement with the 
one calculated after fitting of the experimental data. In particular for Figure 3D, the exponential 
decay fit almost perfectly the experiments, showing decay times from 1.36 to 3.56 μs as the 
dissipative losses progressively decrease. This confirms that we can indeed treat our active cavity 
as a passive cavity with reduced dissipative losses. 
In Figure 4 we provide an example showing the temporal traces of a 4 ns squared pulse 
stored in the resonator and extracted after different RTs, with loss of about 0.5 dB/RT. The pulse 
can be extracted after up to 25 RTs and no leakage is observed between two subsequent extracted 
pulses. This confirms that we can couple the entire pulse energy (ain ≈ 1) without any out-
coupling loss (aout ≈ 0), switching the cavity from the completely open to the completely closed 
state. For this specific measurement we used a relatively long squared pulse because the 
acquisition memory of our oscilloscope was not sufficient to detect shorter pulses over the entire 
time period of the pulse train (about 3.6 us). 
Fundamentally different from time-variant devices based on adiabatic tuning (13–18), here 
we don’t need to adiabatically compress the input pulse bandwidth to match the closed cavity 
resonance and avoid scattering between different resonant modes. Indeed, we are in a non-
adiabatic regime as ΤRT  is longer than the tuning time, which is given by the rising time of the 
phase modulator. Moreover, with ΤRT being longer than the pulse duration, the injected pulse 
does not interfere with itself and cannot “see” the closed cavity resonant modes. Therefore, the 
pulse does not need to adapt to the closed cavity resonances and, once released, it exhibits a 
spectrum that is unaffected by the switching between the two different cavity states. To clearly 
show that the characteristics of the released pulses are preserved over all the RTs, we collected 
temporal and spectral waveforms of the 500 ps Gaussian pulse after 1, 40 and 80 RTs (Figure 5). 
The temporal traces were registered by detecting the extracted pulses on a sampling oscilloscope 
with 20 GHz of optical bandwidth. Given the limited resolution of our OSA, a direct 
measurement of the pulse spectrum in the optical domain did not provide the suitable resolution 
to detect variations in the spectrum of the order of the cavity free-spectral range (about 8 MHz). 
We thus implemented a zero-delay self-heterodyne technique, to map the optical spectrum of the 
pulses into the radio-frequency domain. The pulses retrieved from the resonator were frequency 
modulated to create sidebands at 16 GHz from the central pulse frequency and sent to an 
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Electrical Spectrum Analyzer (ESA). The bottom row of Figure 5 reports the radio-frequency 
spectra, given by the convolution of the beating lines acquired with the ESA and centered at the 
modulation frequency. The product of the pulse duration and bandwidth (FWHM) retrieved from 
the Gaussian fit was always about 0.44 for the investigated RTs, confirming that the pulse does 
not suffer any measurable distortions, and our time-variant system actually breaks Lorentz 
reciprocity. 
In conclusion, we proposed and experimentally demonstrated that breaking the time-
reversal symmetry in a resonant system, thus inducing non-reciprocity, allows to arbitrarily 
overcome the time-bandwidth limit (19) by completely decoupling the input energy rate from the 
cavity storage time. We used localized time-varying phase modulation to dynamically control the 
Q-factor of a fiber resonator, which we switched from a completely open to a completely closed 
state. We proved that the value of the TBP of an individual resonator is ultimately equal to the 
finesse of the resonator divided by 2p and can be increased at will above the limit, provided that 
internal, dissipative losses are kept sufficiently low. Controlling these dissipative losses with a 
gain unit, we reported the highest value of a TBP attained so far, 30 times above the 
“fundamental” time-bandwidth limit of ordinary resonators. Moreover, we could simultaneously 
store and manipulate multiple pulses, a key capability missing from previous adiabatic cavity 
modulation schemes (13, 18). In addition, when retrieved, the pulses did not exhibit detectable 
temporal and spectral distortions. The presented scheme can thus open the path for a wealth of 
applications – both, fundamental and applied – where large bandwidths, ultrafast response times, 
long storage durations, high sensitivities and strong wave-matter interactions are simultaneously 
desired (35). 
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Fig. 1. Concept of time-bandwidth product (TBP) in reciprocal and non-reciprocal systems. In 
reciprocal systems the TBP is always 1 since in-coupling and out-coupling energy rates are 
identical. High rates (large acceptance bandwidth) entail short storage time, while low energy 
rates (small acceptance bandwidth) are associated to long storage times. In non-reciprocal 
systems the energy rates are decoupled, thus the in-coupling energy rate can be much higher than 
the out-coupling one, enabling the system to store a large bandwidth for a long period of time. 
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Fig. 2. Layout of the fiber resonator in the three experimental stages of operation. During each 
stage, the system is reciprocal and the acceptance bandwidth coincides with the cavity bandwidth 
which we just label ∆ω. (A) Injection - The optical input pulse is split in two counter-
propagating pulses in the loop. Switching to the T port is obtained by imparting a π phase shift 
solely to the counter-clockwise (CCW) pulse using a gated phase modulator. During this process, 
the cavity is fully open (the pulse just experiences a delay equal to the RT time). (B) Storing - 
Once loaded, if no other gate signal is applied to the modulator, the CW and CCW pulses 
interfere constructively at the T port and the pulse is stored in the resonator until it is dissipated 
through internal loss. The cavity is completely closed with an ideally null bandwidth that 
depends only on the non-radiative losses. (C) Extraction - The pulse is extracted after a desired 
number of RTs by opening again the cavity, i.e. applying a second “gate” signal to the phase 
modulator to the CCW portion of the pulse. The gain unit (GU), represented by the green dashed 
block, is used in a successive set of experiments to partially compensate for the dissipative loss. 
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Fig. 3. Energy decay curves related to the 500 ps Gaussian pulse. (A) Experimentally measured 
decay curve for the pulses extracted from the full polarization maintaining fiber passive 
resonator at every round trip time (TRT = 48 ns). (B) Experimentally measured decay curves for 
the pulses extracted from the amplified resonator every ten round trips (with TRT = 120 ns) for 
different values of loss per RT. Error bars in (B) come from fast polarization rotation due to the 
non-polarization maintaining erbium doped fiber in the gain unit, resulting in a 20% uncertainty. 
(C) Simulated decay curve of the passive cavity with the same actual value of loss/RT as for (A). 
(D) Simulated decay curves of a passive cavity configuration with progressively lower 
dissipative losses. 
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Fig. 4. Temporal traces over one period of the optical pulse train, with about 0.5 dB of loss per 
round trip, extracted after different RTs. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Pulse waveforms and radio-frequency spectra acquired after (A) 1 RT, (B) 40 RTs and 
(C) 80 RTs. The product of the pulse duration and the bandwidth (FWHM) gives values close to 
the transform-limited pulse for all the three cases. 
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Supplementary materials 
Acceptance bandwidth and time-bandwidth product (TBP) in reciprocal and non-reciprocal 
resonant systems 
The time-bandwidth product (TBP) of a resonator, or cavity, is more generally defined as 
the product between its acceptance bandwidth (∆ωacc) and its characteristic decay time (tout). 
This very general definition keeps the concept of the bandwidth that the resonator can “accept” 
separated from what is considered as the cavity bandwidth (∆ωcav), usually defined as the inverse 
of tout. In fact, as we will show here, these two quantities can be different and completely 
decoupled. This becomes clear considering the temporal evolution of the energy stored in the 
cavity and comparing it with the same process reversed in time, to which hereafter we will refer 
as loading process. As illustrated in Figure S1, the energy stored in a resonator at t = 0 is |ad (0)|2, 
and decays exponentially as e−(ρout)t (red curve), where ρout = 1/tout is the energy decay rate due 
both to non-radiative and radiative processes, like absorption and out-coupling from the cavity. 
The Fourier transform of such exponential decay curve is a Lorentzian function, whose FWHM 
is just ρout, which is commonly identified as the cavity bandwidth. Consider the energy inside the 
resonator at the time t = T, that is |ad (T)|2, as the final state of the decay process. Then, let’s 
apply the time-reversal operation, which mathematically corresponds to reversing the sign of the 
time variable in the decay process, as explained in ref. (20, 21, 36). Doing so, |ad (T)|2 becomes 
the initial state of the loading process at the time t = −T, that is |ad (T)|2 = |al (−T)|2. Now, the 
energy flows and builds up in the resonator at a loading rate given by the in-coupling rate ρin. 
After a time T, the energy in the resonator is |al (0)|2. This value can be equal to |ad (0)|2 in the 
case of reciprocal systems when ρin = ρout (orange curve in Fig S1), or larger in non-reciprocal 
systems when ρin > ρout (green curve in Figure S1). 
In the same way as in the energy decaying process, through the Fourier transform, we can 
associate a bandwidth to this loading process given by the FWHM of the corresponding 
Lorentzian function, which in this case is equal to ρin, and represents the acceptance bandwidth 
of the resonator. In fact, being al (t) the field inside the resonator, we can write: 
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where u(t) is the Heaviside step function and ω0 is the resonant frequency. The corresponding 
Fourier transform is: 
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The expression of the energy inside the cavity is obtained by taking the square modulus of al (t): 
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The loading process is thus characterized by a Lorentzian function too, and its FWHM represents 
the acceptance bandwidth of the resonator: 
 
 acc inω ρ∆ =   (S6) 
 
In reciprocal resonant systems, ρin = ρout = ρc, therefore the acceptance and the cavity 
bandwidths are the same and the TBP is equal to 1: 
 
 acc cR acc out
cav c
1TBP ω ρω t
ω ρ
∆
∆
∆
= = = =   (S7) 
 
However, if the two rates are different, the resonant system is non-reciprocal due to the 
time-reversal asymmetry. Specifically, if ρin  > ρout, the loading process reaches a final state at t = 
0 that is higher than the initial state of the decaying process (see Fig. S1). Therefore, the 
acceptance bandwidth results to be larger than the cavity bandwidth, leading to a TBP > 1. 
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In other words, the non-reciprocity of the system leads to a decoupling of the acceptance 
bandwidth from the characteristic decay rate of the cavity, allowing to couple energy in the 
system at a rate higher than the value imposed by the cavity bandwidth (19). 
 
Transmission and reflection coefficients of the Figure-9 resonator 
In general, the Figure-9 cavity is formed by a Sagnac interferometer, or fiber loop mirror, 
connected to a highly reflecting element (see left part of Figure S2). For the sake of simplicity, 
the structure of the Figure-9 cavity can be seen as a Fabry-Pérot cavity, as shown in Figure S2, in 
which the fiber loop mirror represents one of the two reflecting elements with reflection, 
transmission and attenuation given by those of the Sagnac interferometer. The fiber optic system 
used in the experiments was based on such a cavity using a high reflectivity fiber Bragg grating 
(FBG) connected to one of the input port of a fiber loop mirror (port T in Figure S2). The 
bandwidth of the FBG was chosen to be large enough to cover the pulse bandwidth, but 
sufficiently narrow to filter out the amplified spontaneous emission generated by the doped fiber, 
which, otherwise, would have overwhelmed the signal after few cavity round trips, dramatically 
reducing the signal-to-noise ratio. 
The reflection and transmission coefficients of the fiber loop mirror can be found 
considering a monochromatic light wave (Ein) of frequency ω incident on the port R of the 
directional coupler, as schematically illustrated in Figure S2. The amplitude of the wave is split 
by the coupler in two parts that travel through the same physical path in opposite direction to 
recombine again in the coupler. Assuming that there is no relative phase delay between the two 
counter-propagating fields and, recalling that light coupled across the coupler suffer a p/2 phase 
lag with respect to light travelling straight through it, we can write the complex amplitudes of the 
reflected and transmitted fields as following: 
 
 p p pR p in p in p in2
j j jA j A j Aa e a e a ej Aφ φ φκt κt κt− − −= + =   (S9) 
 
 p p p2 2 2 2T p in p in p in( )
j j ja e a e a A eA A Aφ φ φt κ t κ− − −= − = −   (S10) 
 
where κ and t are the cross and straight-through field coupling coefficient of the coupler. The 
losses in the Sagnac interferometer (a) give the attenuation factor (ap = e−aL), while φp is the 
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phase delay experienced by the fields during the propagation between the ports 1 and 2 of the 
coupler.  
The field reflection and transmission coefficients of the fiber loop are easily found from the 
above equations: 
 
 p p2 2R TL p L p
in in
2 ; ( )j jA Ar j t
A A
a e a eφ φκt t κ− −= = = = −  . (S11) 
 
The corresponding power reflection and transmission coefficients are obtained by taking the 
square modulus of rL and tL: 
 
 2 22 2 2 2 2L p L p4 ; ( )r a t aκ t t κ= = −   (S12) 
 
for which the following relation holds: |tL|2 + |rL|2 = ap. 
In our experiment we used a 50/50 coupler, that is κ2 = t2 = 0.5. Inserting these values in the 
equation (S10), we note that, in absence of any phase difference between the two waves in the 
Sagnac interferometer, the incident field is totally reflected due to the constructive interference at 
the R port of the coupler, while the transmission at the T port of the fiber loop mirror is zero (|rL|2 
= ap and |tL|2 = 0). In this configuration, the cavity can be considered completely “closed”, 
because the field incident upon it is totally reflected, apart from an attenuation factor. 
We now note that, if there is a relative phase difference equal to p between the two counter-
propagating fields, from equations (S7) and (S8) we get: 
 
 p pR p in p in 0
j j jA j A ja e a e eAφ φ pκt κt− −= + =   (S13) 
 
 p p p2 2 2 2T p in p in p in( )
j j jjA A A ea e a e a eAφ φ φpt κ t κ− − −= − = +   (S14) 
 
and assuming an ideal coupler (t2 +κ2 = 1), we obtain: 
 
 2 2L L p0;r t a= = .  (S15) 
 
Thus, the incident field is totally transmitted (and partially attenuated) through the fiber loop 
mirror due to the constructive interference at the port T of the coupler (regardless the value of the 
coupling coefficient). In this state the cavity is then completely “open”. 
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Energy rate coefficients of the time-variant Figure-9 resonator 
In the reported experiments, the localized phase variation was provided by an electrically-
driven phase modulator, placed at an offset position from the loop midpoint to ensure that the 
phase shift was imparted only to one of the two counter-propagating pulses. In this way we were 
able to change in time the reflection and transmission coefficients of the fiber loop, similarly to 
the mechanism used to switch optical pulses in Terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexers 
(TOADs) (37). In the analogy previously used, the fiber loop represents the front mirror of the 
Fabry-Pérot resonator, and we use the time-variant phase modulation to dynamically control the 
Q-factor of the cavity. In our system, the pulse duration is smaller than the cavity round trip time 
and we can entirely inject the incoming pulse within the cavity, by driving the modulator using 
an electrical (“gate”) signal of appropriate amplitude and duration at least equal to the one of the 
optical pulse. The “gate” is synchronized with the counter-clockwise (CCW) pulse. The pulse 
switched to the port T of the Sagnac interferometer is reflected by the FBG and travels again 
through the fiber loop mirror. At this point, no other phase shift is applied and the pulse bounces 
back and forth between the fiber loop and the FBG until it is extracted after a desired number of 
round trips applying a second electrical “gate”. The pulse train is designed such that a given 
pulse coupled into the cavity does not overlap, inside the phase shifting element, with the 
subsequent pulse. As a result, the pulse entering the resonator experiences the power coefficients 
of the cavity in the open state (|rL|2 = 0 and |tL|2 = ap), while the power coefficients seen by the 
pulse already stored in the resonator are those of the cavity in the closed state (|rL|2 = ap and |tL|2 = 
0). The resonator operating in this way is clearly non-reciprocal since it exhibits unequal in-
coupling and out-coupling energy rates in a time period comparable to the round-trip time. These 
energy rates results to be given by the transmission coefficients of the fiber loop mirror relative 
to the cavity in the open and closed state respectively, divided by the cavity round trip time: 
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L L
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In equation (S14), the arrows in the power transmission coefficients have been added to 
indicate the two different states: from left to right for the transmission coefficient in the open 
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state given by |tL|2→ = (t2 +κ2)2ap = ap; and from right to left for the transmission coefficient in the 
closed state, which results to be |tL|2← = (t2 −κ2)2ap. 
It should be noticed that, by modelling the Figure-9 cavity as a Fabry-Pérot cavity, we treat 
the Sagnac interferometer as a lossy mirror with attenuation factor ap. However, the fiber loop 
mirror is itself part of the Figure-9 cavity, therefore its losses become part of the attenuation 
experienced by the pulse in one round trip. Therefore, if we want to find the in-coupling and out-
coupling energy rates of the Figure-9 resonator, we have to divide the coefficients in equation 
(S14) by the attenuation factor ap. 
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where ain = (t
2 +κ2)2 and aout = (t
2 −κ2)2 represent the transmission coefficients of the input port 
of the Figure-9 resonator. 
Note that, assuming an ideal coupler (t2 +κ2 = 1), ain is always equal to 1 regardless the 
value of the field coupling coefficients t and κ of the coupler, while aout can range from 0 to 1 
according to the values of t and κ. 
Both the coupling rates in the equation (S15) represent energy rates related to a radiative 
process. In general, to find the total in- and out-coupling energy rates of the resonator, we 
additionally need to consider the energy rate due to non-radiative loss: 
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Fig. S1. 
Time-reversal operation of the energy decay process for reciprocal and non-reciprocal resonant 
systems. If the in-coupling energy rate is higher than the out-coupling energy rate, the 
exponential energy decay and its corresponding time-reversed process (energy loading) are 
different and the energy loading process reaches a value at the final state greater than the initial 
energy state of the decay process. In this case the system is said time-reversal asymmetric, hence 
non-reciprocal (20).  
 
 
Fig. S2. 
Basic scheme of the Figure-9 resonator (left) and the equivalent layout of a Fabry-Pérot cavity 
(right), where FL indicates the Sagnac interferometer (also known as a fiber loop mirror), and 
FBG the fiber Bragg grating. 
